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Luminescent Fe(II)-SCO complexes, which show synergistic effects, are rather rare. 
Such multifunctional materials are interesting for applications as molecular switches 
and electronics, spin transition units and information storage.[1,2] 

The fluorophore 4,4-Difluoro-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene, better known as BODIPY, 
is a promising candidate as a luminescent moiety as part of the ligand, due to its strong 
UV absorbance, sharp peaks 
of emission and high 
quantum yields.[3] By 
decorating this system with 
functional groups one can 
direct these properties.[4]  

Such modifications can be 
applied to the novel ligand 
2TzBODIPY (I), which was 
designed and synthesized by 
the Weinberger group in 
order to enable in-depth 
investigations on novel SCO-
PL systems.[5] Especially, the 2,6 position and the boron centre are attractive for 
functionalization, since steric hindrance is avoided. 

In order to create a collection of possible candidates to form luminescent Fe(II)-SCO 
complexes with synergistic effects, in an accessible wavelength range of 500 – 570 nm 
combined with high quantum yields (Φ > 90), a literature research was conducted. First 
experiments (Figure 1) exhibit successful functionalization of the initial ligand (I). 
Moreover, the complexation behaviour of ligand (1) compared to the original ligand (I) 
was not altered.   
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Figure 1: Synthetic pathways of 2TzBODIPY (I) modifications 


